ANCIENT ROME - REVIEW RACE QUESTIONS

1. Who were the mysterious people who conquered the Romans around 600 B.C.E.?
2. What was the form of government established by the Romans after they drove out the last Etruscan king?
3. What are the names of the twins in the legend that explains the beginnings of Rome?
4. Who declared himself dictator of Rome for life in 48 B.C.E.?
5. Ordinary citizen of Rome?
6. A wealthy, upper class Roman?
7. Who were the people who ruled the government and had the power to veto each other's actions?
8. Why did the Romans create a Republic?
9. The main reason many plebeians were out of work in Rome?
10. Who killed Julius Caesar?
11. Who was the first Roman emperor?
12. Name one way that Augustus helped Rome become a successful empire.
13. What is a province?
14. What is an aqueduct?
15. A giant arena in Rome.
16. The difference between Greek and Roman attitudes towards learning and knowledge?
17. What is the Roman Empire most famous for (achievements)?
18. How did the wealthy Romans live?
19. Emperors provided poor Romans with 2 things:
20. What was a major danger faced by Roman homeowners?
21. Where did Christianity start? When did Christianity start?
22. Name one way the religion spread.

23. What is a martyr?

24. What is a follower of Jesus called?

25. What is an epistle?

26. What are the writings by 4 disciples, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John called?

27. What is a messiah?

28. Why was Jesus condemned to death?

29. What savage emperor came to power in C.E. 180 that began the decline of Rome?

30. How did weak and corrupt rulers contribute to the decline of Rome?

31. How did the use of foreign soldiers contribute to the decline of Rome?

32. What do you call a soldier who fights for a country in return for pay?

33. Why did Diocletian divide the empire into two parts?

34. Where did Constantine move his capital?

35. Rome fell in 410 C.E. What event happened to lead to its final collapse?